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General Comment
The NRC mission must promote the rapid, cost-effective adoption of safe nuclear
energy in the US as a means of reducing C02 emissions, reducing dependence on
limited fossil fuel resources, and providing the country with the lowest energy cost.
Low energy costs are essential to enhancing American industrial competitiveness
and attracting investments that grow the economy and provide good jobs.

In order to promote the rapid, cost-effective adoption of safe nuclear energy the
NRC needs to develop a "type-accepted" model of nuclear plant licensing and
operations regulation as opposed to the custom project by project approach used
today. The NRC should dialog with industry to determine the nuclear plant "types"
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and the priority for their technology assessment licensing development. Small
modular reactors would seem to warrant urgent attention because of their quick and
flexible deployability and Liquid Fluoride thorium breeding reactors would also
seem to warrant early attention due to their low fuel cost, very low proliferation
risk, low pressure operation, and simpler safety technology. Type-accepted designs
and licensing should dramatically reduce the time, cost, and risk of deploying
nuclear energy making the business case for projects much more attractive as well
as making commercial financing much more viable. Investment in non-utility
industrial energy projects such as desalinization plants, fertilizer production, metals
production, etc. would become attractive.

Flexible, cost effective nuclear energy production should be a national imperative.

In addition the NRC should add to its research portfolio modest funding for research
in Low Energy Fusion Reactions so that the US stays competitive in developing an
understanding of this puzzling but potentially promising nuclear technology.
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